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From Web 1.0 to Soial Semanti Web: LessonsLearnt from a Migration to a Medial SemantiWikiThomas Meilender1,2, Jean Lieber2, Fabien Palomares1, and Niolas Jay2
1 A2ZI - 61 ter rue de Saint-Mihiel - 55200 Commery{thomas.meilender,fabien.palomares}�a2zi.fr

2 UHP-Nany 1 � LORIA (UMR 7503 CNRS-INPL-INRIA-Nany 2-UHP){thomas.meilender,jean.lieber,niolas.jay}�loria.frAbstrat. Onolor is an assoiation whose mission is to publish andshare medial guidelines in onology. As many sienti� information web-sites built in the early times of the Internet, its website deals with un-strutured data that annot be automatially querried and is gettingmore and more di�ult to maintain over time. The online ontents a-ess and the editing proess an be improved by using web 2.0 and se-manti web tehnologies, whih allow to build ollaboratively struturedinformation bases in semanti portals. The work desribed in this paperaims at reporting a migration from a stati HTML website to a seman-ti wiki in the medial domain. This approah has raised various issuesthat had to be addressed, suh as the introdution of strutured data inthe unstrutured imported guidelines or the linkage of ontent to exter-nal medial resoures. An evaluation of the result by �nal users is alsoprovided, and proposed solutions are disussed.Keywords: semanti wikis, deision knowledge, medial informationsystems1 IntrodutionDuring the two last deades, the Internet has totally hanged the way informa-tion is published and shared in most of sienti� areas, inluding mediine. Firstwebsites in web 1.0 were made of stati pages and hyperlinks allowing limitedinterations between editors and readers. Then, information sharing has evolvedwith the rising of web 2.0 by allowing users to ontribute to the ontents. Nu-merous studies have shown the position impat of suh evolutions on medialinformation systems [11, 23℄. Partiipative web appliations an be implementedand used in a ollaborative way to build large databases. Finally, semanti webhas appeared. Semanti web aims at reating and sharing formalized informationin order to make it available for both humans and mahines. Soial semanti webis onsidered as the merging of web 2.0 and the semanti web, i.e. a web whereshared formal information is edited ollaboratively.



2 Thomas Meilender, Jean Lieber, Fabien Palomares, and Niolas JayThe Kasimir researh projet started in 1997. It aims at providing tools toassist deision making by pratitioners and, more generally, deision knowledgemanagement in onology. The projet is onduted in partnership with Onolor,an assoiation gathering physiians from Lorraine (a region of Frane) involvedin onology. On its stati website, Onolor publishes more than 140 medialguidelines written in HTML in a web 1.0 fashion. This base is built through aonsensus between medial experts and is ontinually updated aording to theonology state of the art and to loal ontext evolutions. In order to failitatethe reation, maintenane and publiation of guidelines, Onolor has expressedthe need for more e�ient and ollaborative tools. Moreover, it would be a greatbene�t if the knowledge ontained in guidelines was formalised and made avail-able for semanti systems, partiularly for Kasimir, sine knowledge aquisitionis a bottlenek for building knowledge systems.In this paper, an appliation of a semanti wiki approah for medial guidelineedition is reported.3 The expeted bene�ts are twofold: �rst, online ollaborativework is simpli�ed by the use of wikis and seond, semanti tehnologies allow thereation of additional servies by making use of external medial resoures suhas terminologies, online ontologies, and medial publiation websites. However,despite the e�ort of the semanti wiki ommunity to simplify its systems, it isstill hard for medial expert to reate semanti annotations. This issue involvesthe need of taking into aount strutured and unstrutured ontent but also,when this is possible, to inlude dediated tools for formalising data. In theseases, implementation and development of semanti wiki extensions are required.The rest of the paper is strutured as follows: Setion 2 desribes the ap-pliation ontext. The migration of stati Onolor website to a ollaborativesystem is presented in Setion 3, while Setion 4 relates the addition of semantiannotations and servies. After a report on our evaluation study in Setion 5,some related work is introdued in Setion 6. Setion 7 is a disussion about thebene�ts of the system, as well as ongoing and future work.2 Context2.1 Appliation ontextOnolor website and onology guidelines. One of Onolor's objetives isto reate and to keep up to date onology guidelines. Clinial guidelines aresets of reommendations on treatments and are of people with spei� diseases.They aim at improving treatment quality and patient support by standardisingares. They are based on linial evidene, linial trials and onsensus betweenmedial experts from di�erent speialties suh as onology, surgery, et.More than 140 guidelines have been edited to give reommendations abouttreatment of many di�erent aners as well as typial situations suh as paintreatment or dental are. Sine guidelines are intended for both medial sta�and patients, editors have exploited various kinds of formats in order to be both3 http://onowiki.a2zi.fr



Lessons Learnt from a Migration to a Medial Semanti Wiki 3preise and didati. Most guidelines follow the same struture. The �rst partintrodues the guideline with a few sentenes that explain whih irumstanesimply the use of the guideline and the treatments that will be proposed. The nextpart is a textual desription of linial and paralinial investigations that anlead to the starting point of the guideline. This starting point is often a stagingstep allowing to lassify the patient aording to international lassi�ations.These lassi�ations are presented as simple tables. Depending on lassi�ationsresults, deision trees guide the reader to the next step that details the medialreommendation available in various formats, suh as medial publiations inPDF or hypertext links to distant resoures. Finally, guidelines onlude withadvie about medial supervision and sometimes with a lexion of spei�s terms.As in all medial information systems, data quality in onology is ritial.Eah guideline should be reviewed every seond year by experts. Two kinds ofeditors an be identi�ed in the reviewing proess:� Medial experts ontribute with their tehnial knowledge. They are gath-ered in ommittees under the supervision of oordinators that make sure theguidelines are omplete and the onsistent. Most medial experts have pooromputer skills, limited to word proessing and Internet browsing.� Onolor sta� manages ommuniation between the ommittee members andreates the �nal guideline layout. They also hek that guidelines are up todate and propose new ways to failitate their di�usion, while publi healthphysiians hek the onsisteny of the information base. Most of Onoloremployees do not have more omputer skills than medial experts, exeptfor a omputer graphi designer. Partiularly, Onolor does not have a web-master in its sta�.Guidelines are made available on the Onolor website [2℄, whih also ontainsvarious information about loal healthare servies and provides links to dedi-ated tools. This site also stores other Onolor projets, inluding a thesaurusof pharmaologial produts whih is losely related to onology guidelines. Itontains information about drugs used in aner treatment.Created in the mid 1990s, this website was ompletely made using a om-merial WYSIWYG HTML editor. The resulting HTML ode is not readable,due to suessive tehnology evolutions. The �rst reated pages were done us-ing only HTML and then, in the past 15 years, CSS, Javasript and XHTMLwere introdued. A few pages also use ASP. All these evolutions have led to theonstrution of weird pages where only the visual aspet is important and inwhih doument struture is hard to identify. Over the years, updating the web-site is beoming more and more omplex for Onolor sta�. All the pages editedon the Onolor website must be validated to follow the priniples of HONodeerti�ation [1℄ whih guarantee the quality and the independene of the ontent.In this ontext, Onolor has been asked to integrate a ollaborative tool tosimplify the guideline reation and maintenane proess. Moreover, it would beof great bene�ts for Onolor to keep trak of all hanges in the guidelines. Thatis why the system has to propose of a versioning �le system and some soialtools to allow ommuniation between experts during updating proess.



4 Thomas Meilender, Jean Lieber, Fabien Palomares, and Niolas JayThe Kasimir researh projet. Started in 1997, Kasimir is a multidisi-plinary projet also involving industrial (A2ZI) and aademi (LORIA, CNAMLaboratory of Ergonomis) partners. Kasimir aims at providing software to assistdeision making by pratitioners and more generally deision-making knowledgemanagement in onology. The Kasimir projet's reent work mainly fouses onsemanti web as a bakground for formalizing, sharing, and exploiting piees ofknowledge [9℄. The last version of the KatexOWL toolkit and, partiularly, theframework EdHibou [4℄, uses semanti web tehnologies suh as SparQL andOWL for storing and exploiting piees of knowledge. It an automatially gener-ate simple user interfaes for deision support thanks to user-friendly forms thatguide pratitioners around the knowledge base.To �ll its sienti� ontribution, Kasimir needs to use more widely its toolsby taking advantage of real world data soures. However, few guidelines areurrently available for EdHibou: they need to be formalised, i.e. transformedinto a knowledge base using a formalism that an be handled by an infereneengine. Until now, this omplex step required two experts: a medial domainexpert writing guidelines and validating the �nal results, and a knowledge engi-neer formalising them. It seems that if medial domain experts ould formalisethe guidelines themselves in a mahine-understandable way, the proess wouldbe simpli�ed. Even if this goal seems very di�ult to reah for now, it would bea good evolution if formalisation tools ould help experts make simple semantiannotations.2.2 Sienti� ontextMedial resoures. To build e�ient tools, it is important to take into a-ount numerial digital resoures already available. Among them, large websitesreferene sienti� ommuniations in the domain of mediine, suh as the well-known Pubmed [3℄. Pubmed provides an easily on�gurable searh engine thatan be alled through distant requests. Publiations are indexed using a spei�ontrolled voabulary, Medial Subjet Headings (MeSH [20℄). MeSH ontainsmore than 25,000 desriptors, most of these aompanied by a short desriptionor de�nition, some links to related desriptors, and a list of synonyms or verysimilar terms. In the Frenh ontext, Cismef [10℄ uses a Frenh tradution ofMeSH to index medial online resoures with a Frenh voabulary.Beyond the already-ited MeSH, many ontrolled voabularies have beenused to struture medial appliations [8℄. Among resoures available in Frenh,the International Statistial Classi�ation of Diseases and Related Health Prob-lems (ICD-10) is probably one of the simplest. ICD-10 is a medial lassi�ationthat provides odes to lassify diagnoses and auses of death and is organisedas a simple hierarhy. ICD-10 is widely use in medial information systems,but semanti appliations generally use other voabularies due to its lak of se-manti depth. Considered the most omprehensive, SNOMED is a multiaxial,hierarhial lassi�ation system inluding overage of diseases, linial �ndings,therapies, proedures and outomes. About 270,000 onepts are desribed by



Lessons Learnt from a Migration to a Medial Semanti Wiki 5unique identi�ers with several labels and an be used to desribe omplex sit-uation by using semanti relations and modi�ers. It is interesting to note thatMeSH, ICD-10, SNOMED and other ontologies suh as Galen are integrated inthe terminology integration system Uni�ed Medial Language System (UMLS).Moreover, many semanti web systems provide freely questionable online in-formation. For example, BioPortal [5℄ is a repository of biomedial ontologieswhose funtionalities inlude the ability to browse, searh, and visualise on-tologies. More speialised, DrugBank [25℄ provides an annotated database ofdrugs and drug target information. Many other resoures are available, suh asBio2RDF [6℄, whih allows an aess to Pubmed with linked data, or LinkedCT [12℄whih indexes linial trials. The information resoures ited above and manymore an be interlinked by using DBpedia [7℄.Wikis and semanti wikis: the migration proess. Traditional wikis areusually based on a set of editable pages, organised into ategories and onnetedby hyperlinks. They beame the symbol of interativity promoted through web2.0. One of the founding priniples of wikis, whih is also the prinipal vetorof their popularity, is their ease of use even by persons that lak onsiderableomputer skills. Wikis are reated and maintained through spei� ontent man-agement systems, the wiki engines, while wikitexts enable struturing, layout,and links between artiles. At this point, an idea has emerged: to exploit storedpiees of knowledge automatially.Indeed, a limit use to the wikis is illustrated by the querying of the dataontained in their pages. The searh is usually done through word reognitionby strings, without onsidering their meaning. For example, the system annotanswer a query like: �Give me the list of all urrently reigning kings.� The so-lution used in Wikipedia is a manual generation of lists. However, the manualgeneration of all the lists answering queries users may raise is, at the very least,tedious, if not impossible. This has motivated the introdution of a semantilayer to wikis. Moreover, it would be interesting if information ontains in wikiswere available through external servies.Semanti wikis were born from the appliation of wiki priniples in the se-manti web ontext. A semanti wiki is similar to a traditional one in the sensethat it is a website where ontents are edited in a ollaborative way by users andare organised into editable and searhable pages. However, semanti wikis arenot limited to natural language text. They haraterise the resoures and thelinks between them. This information is formalised and thus beome usable by amahine, through proesses of arti�ial reasoning. Thus, semanti wikis an beviewed as wikis that are improved by the use of semanti tehnologies as well asollaborative tools for editing formalised knowledge.Semanti wikis orresponds to both Onolor and Kasimir needs: guidelinesan be written in a ollaborative way and semanti tehnologies allow to formaliseand extrat strutured ontent.



6 Thomas Meilender, Jean Lieber, Fabien Palomares, and Niolas Jay3 From web 1.0 to web 2.03.1 Choosing a semanti wiki engineThe �rst part of the migration was hoosing the most adapted semanti wiki en-gines. Whereas many semanti wiki engines have emerged for the last 10 years,only four open soure projets seem ative at this time: AeWiki [17℄, KiWI [22℄,Ontowiki [13℄, and Semanti Mediawiki [16℄. AeWiki uses ACE (Attempto Con-trolled English), a sub-language of English that an be translated diretly into�rst order logi. However, Onolor guidelines are already written in Frenh andthe development of a ontrolled language for Frenh medial guidelines that overall the ontents would be tedious. Ontowiki and KiWI fous on RDF triple edi-tion by proposing dediated interfaes suh as dynami forms. Their approahesare very strit and do not seem reonilable with importation of unstruturedontents. Moreover, no large sale implementation of these engines an be foundand, their development and user ommunities are limited. So, less extensions areavailable and the support is weak.Semanti Mediawiki (SMW) seems to be the best solution. SMW is an ex-tension of Mediawiki, the engine used by Wikipedia. For the sake of simpliityfor users, it integrates the RDF triples editing in its wikitext. In this way, itenables the reation of typed links that an also be used for indiating the at-tributes of the page. Another interesting point of SMW is its popularity: there isa large ommunity of developers around it, and this ommunity produes manyextensions, suh as editing forms, the integration of an inferene engine, et.For instane, the Halo extension4 proposes forms, an auto-ompletion system,the integration of a SPARQL endpoint and muh more. The only limitation forour migration is that SMW does not provide extensions that allow to draw thetrees that are frequently used in the guidelines, but we have developed a deisiontree editor, as will be disussed further. Tutorials and ommunity support makethe installation of SMW simple. Less than one hour is needed to install it foranybody with average omputer skills.3.2 Importing guideline ontentOne the semanti wiki had been installed, a spei� skin that orresponds toOnolor graphis standards has been built to ustomise the appliation. Thenext part of the work was to import guidelines in the wiki. However, in orderto orrespond to wiki syntax, ontent had to be formatted into wikitext. Foreah guideline, the HTML ontent was extrated and HTML pages were mergedwhen guidelines did ontain more than one page. The table of ontents wasautomatially extrated and marked up when possible. However, the state ofthe HTML ode made impossible to systemially identify doument struture.It an be noted that the migration would have been simpler if CSS had beenused from the start. Then, unneessary ontents suh as browsing elements and4 http://www.projethalo.om/



Lessons Learnt from a Migration to a Medial Semanti Wiki 7

Fig. 1. An exerpt of guideline in the wiki.JavaSript funtions were removed. A parser was also used to transform HTMLinto wikitext when simple tags were deteted (images, tables, et.). Moreover, byusing a parser and ontext analysis, spei� �elds were identi�ed. The objetivewas to identify interesting information about a guideline suh as the date of itslast update or keywords. Moreover, by examining website folder struture, ananatomial lassi�ation of the guideline has been identify. This lassi�ationwas reused as a base for guideline ategorisation in the wiki.Despite of all our e�orts, the layout of the imported guidelines then had tobe heked. Due to the ritial nature of the information, this heking was doneby Onolor sta�. On average, a person needed half a day to hek eah guideline.Additionally, the Onolor thesaurus of pharmaology was imported. As itsontents are losely related to guidelines, it was important to let it available inthe same information system. One page per desribed drug was reated. In thisase, the simpliity of the HTML pages made the migration easier.To migrate guidelines, Mediawiki import apaities were used. They allow toimport wikitext ontent from text �les. In the wiki, some templates were built tohighlight the �elds previously identi�ed. An exerpt of a resulting page is shownin Figure 1. All the guideline are presently in the wiki.3.3 User right managementIn the usual philosophy of wikis, everybody an edit pages, even anonymously.Although it is important to let the information available be to the publi, medialdata are ritial and the guidelines must be approved by Onolor experts to bein publi aess. Moreover, if an expert modi�es a guideline, the modi�ationhas to be heked by the oordinator in harge of the guideline. During the



8 Thomas Meilender, Jean Lieber, Fabien Palomares, and Niolas Jayrevision period, modi�ations are numerous and eah of them implies a ompletereview of the guideline and its layout. To allow private modi�ations, a speialnamespae has been reated, that an be viewed as a workspae for the experts.Final versions are shown on the main namespae, and eah guideline has anequivalent in the new namespae where experts an make their ontributions.When a guideline is onsidered as orret and omplete by the oordinator in theworkspae, the page is simply opied to the �nal loation in the main namespae.Aording to this revision proess, three kinds of users have been identi�ed:� anonymous users, that an read pages of the main namespae,� medial experts, that an read pages of the main namespae and edit pagesin the workspae,� administrators, that an edit all pages, even wiki system pages.3.4 KatoS, a deision tree editorDeision trees are imported from the previous website as bitmap pitures. Atthis point, guideline updates an also be simpli�ed by proposing an online ed-itor. KatoS is a Mediawiki extension that allows the ollaborative drawingof deision trees. KatoS deision tree language is a graphial representationbased on a small set of geometrial �gures onneted by direted edges. This rep-resentation was diretly inspired by the graphis standards of Onolor. Indeed,guidelines use visual representations that an mostly be viewed as trees. An ad-vantage to use these graphis standards is that Onolor experts already knowthem. We want to preserve Onolor's graphi semantis in order to failitate theunderstanding of guidelines by physiians.From a semanti point of view, eah kind of node has its own meaning; e.g.rounded retangles represent medial situations, et.4 Introduing and exploiting formalised knowledge4.1 Extrating deision knowledge from deision treesMost of the time, deision trees an be onsidered as strutures from whiha meaning an be extrated. In order to avoid ambiguities and to guaranteeguideline onsisteny, lassial syntatial rules of deision trees are used. Asyntati module an be used to hek if the edited tree respets the rules. Thus,KatoS an propose an export algorithm that allows to transform deision treesinto OWL.KatoS's export algorithm de�nes two lasses: Situation andReommendation. The �rst one represents some patient information while theseond one represents the desription of the deision proposed by the system.These lasses are linked by the property hasReommendation. This means thatfor eah situation there is a reommendation that is assoiated to it.A tree is read using depth-�rst searh. Eah node is transformed using ruleswhih take into aount the shape and its anestors.
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Fig. 2. The KatoS deision tree editor interfae.The export algorithm reates many onepts and properties. Inluding all ofthem in the semanti wiki would derease the ease of navigation beause it wouldlead to the reation of numerous pages. In order to avoid these page reations,translated trees are stored in a spei� �le and a link to this �le is formalisedin the wiki. Thus, reated ontologies are made available for other semanti webappliations. From a tehnial point of view, OWL API [15℄ is used to performthe export.4.2 Using semanti tools of wikiExtrating the whole semantis of a guideline is a tedious job that has to be doneby a medial expert with skills in knowledge engineering. As Onolor does nothave this kind of speialist in its sta�, formalising the guidelines would be a greatinvestment. Moreover, it is still di�ult for non-speialists to understand thebene�ts that semantis ould bring to medial information system. That is whythe key idea of the projet is to insert step-by-step useful semanti annotationsinto the guidelines in order to inrease Onolor interest in the semanti webtehnologies. The �rst way to introdue semantis is to exploit identi�ed �eldsextrated during the guideline migration. To improve their visualisation andtheir update, SMW templates and queries mehanisms were used.SMW proposes many ways to edit semanti annotations. The more basiway to reate annotation is wikitext, whih an be improve thanks to templates.Templates are generi pre-developed page layouts that an be embedded in sev-eral wiki pages. They an also manage variables that are instantiated in the



10 Thomas Meilender, Jean Lieber, Fabien Palomares, and Niolas Jayorresponding page. For instane, a template is used to generate the box in thetop right orner of the page shown in Figure 1. The template used to reate thisbox is generi enough to be applied to all guideline pages, and its use allows�exible modi�ations. As template use is simple (and an be further simpli�edby assoiating forms to them), they provide a simple way to reate annotation�elds that an be �lled by any users without spei� skills.Then semanti annotations an be exploited by SMW inline query engine.Using a simple query language, semanti searh an be done diretly in a pageand results are displayed as tables, lists, et. Combined to templates, semantiqueries are a simple way to reate dynami ontent relying on semanti annota-tions. {{#ask:[[Category:Guideline℄℄ [[last Update::<{{#time:d F Y|2 years ago}}℄℄|?last Update| sort = last Update| format=template| [...℄}}(a) Exerpt of inline query that requests the guidelines that are out-of-date(translated from Frenh).
(b) Results of the query.Fig. 3. An exerpt of inline query that requests the guidelines that are out-of-date,and the wiki page that ontains the result.A use of templates and inline queries is shown by the management of thedates in the guidelines. Every guideline has at least one date that indiates thedate of the last validated update. This date is entered in a template in whihit is assoiated with a property whih links the date to the guideline. Then, amaintenane page is reated to highlight the guidelines that are out-of-date. Thequery is shown in Figure 3(a) while its result, that an be seen in Figure 3(b),is displayed as a table thanks to spei� template. Moreover, another query isadded in the template present on eah guideline whih shows a warning if theguideline has to be updated.Templates are also used to link guidelines to external publiation resoures.To reate the link, the �rst step was to de�ne a ommon voabulary between



Lessons Learnt from a Migration to a Medial Semanti Wiki 11guidelines and publiation website. Then, templates were designed to allow easilysemanti annotations in guideline using MeSH voabulary. Cismef, whih indexesa large amount of medial publiation in Frenh, already indexes Onolor's guide-lines using terms from the MeSH thesaurus. These terms were imported in thewiki as a base that an be freely edited. As PubMed also uses this thesaurus toindex this doument, requests to PubMed and Cismef an be automatially builtusing templates and inline queries. Eah request is dediated to the guideline itbelongs to and provides publiations that are indexes by the same terms. Thus,it provides a bibliography tool useful for sta� and provides further informationto the reader.4.3 Querying resoures of web of dataTo show another view of the semanti web, we tried to investigate on externalstrutured data soures that ould bring additional information to the wiki. Toobtain this, an extension was reated allowing one to query external souresusing SPARQL. In this part, pharmaology thesaurus was used. The idea wasto explore external resoures by building SPARQL requests based on the nameof the drug studied in a urrent page. The target of the searhes was Drugbank,speialised in drug desription, and DBpedia, a non-speialised knowledge base.Thus, for most of the drugs, we get additional information in the semanti web.An example is shown in Figure 4. However, most information are in English andwe deplore the lak of available Frenh information soure. This module is nolonger online pending the Onolor board is approval of the use of external datasoures and the validation of the ones that an be exploited.

Fig. 4. Example of data that an be imported from DBpedia and Drugbank aboutGemitabine using SPARQL queries.



12 Thomas Meilender, Jean Lieber, Fabien Palomares, and Niolas Jay5 EvaluationTo arry out the evaluation, the opinions of the users have been investigated.People asked were the four main ontributors from Onolor sta�: two publihealth physiians, a omputer graphi designer, and a medial seretary.The �rst interesting point is that, before the beginning, the only thing theyknew about wikis was Wikipedia and none had ever ontributed to a wiki. De-spite this, three ontributors thought that less than one day of self-training isneeded to learn wikitext and to be an e�ient ontributor. The only di�ul-ties are related to partiular layouts (tables and referenes) and wiki advanedfuntions dealing with user management and page history. The only relutaneto migrate to a wiki was guideline quality. They agreed a onern with thatthe old system was time-onsuming, but it had the advantage to produe highquality guidelines. Experiments were led to update Onolor's old website andsemanti wiki with the same modi�ations. They show that the quality did notsu�er of the hange and that the e�ieny of updating has been inreased bythe semanti wiki.Our panel ited the main advantages they see in using a wiki. They haveagreed that wikis are ollaborative tools that allow more reativity and more�exibility in the update proess. It has also been said that wikis improve on-ditions of employment by allowing distant work, whih was impossible with theprevious system. Moreover, they reognised that the wiki inreases the qualityof the editing proess and of the guideline themselves by allowing the standard-isation of the guideline and by simplifying the work on its layout.In our system, the preferred ontribution is the query to medial publia-tions websites Pubmed and Cismef whih proposes automatially a bibliographyrelated to a guideline. The previous system did not permit that kind of funtionthat have been judged very useful. It is really important for the projet thatOnolor sta� appreiated this ontribution that is relying on semanti web teh-nologies. Moreover, all partiipants delared that they are interested in usingMeSH annotations and want to lead further this experimentation.6 Related workThere already exist many medial wikis (e.g. medial portal of Wikipedia,http://wikisr.openmediine.a, http://askdrwiki.om, www.ganfyd.org,et.) but only few of them use semanti web tehnologies. OpenDrugWiki [18℄,whih also uses SMW, is a wiki used as a bak-o�e system for editing, mergingfrom di�erent soures, and reviewing information about drugs.The losest semanti wiki to the one introdued in this paper is probablyCliP-MoKi [21℄. CliP-MoKi is a SMW-based tool for the ollaborative enodingin a distributed environment of aner treatment protools. The wiki mainlyrelies on semanti forms and fouses totally on strutured ontent while ourprojet aims at migrating already existing unstrutured data.Semanti wikis have already been experimented in various domains. Parti-ularly, the building of a semanti portal for the AIFB Institute desribed in [14℄



Lessons Learnt from a Migration to a Medial Semanti Wiki 13shows how important the tehnial settings are for inreasing wiki performanesand how di�ult it is to �nd the right balane between strutured and unstru-tured data. This last issue has also been takled in [24℄.7 Lessons learnt and future workIn this paper, a migration from a web 1.0 website ontaining medial data to asemanti wiki has been desribed. The �rst step was the migration of data froman HTML website to a ollaborative solution, Semanti Mediawiki. The seondstep onsisted in adding a semanti layer to show the bene�ts that semanti webtehnologies ould bring.Among the di�ulties we have met, the analysis of the HTML version of theguidelines was hard beause of the use of invalid ode. This is the result of theuse of di�erent HTML editors that follow the evolution of the standard over adeade. It appears that a orret use of HTML and CSS would have simpli�edthe migration, partiularly the identi�ation of tables of ontent and spei��elds. Moreover, medial information is ritial and its migration implies a longwork of veri�ation by medial experts. Aording to Onolor members, about70 days of work were neessary to hek and orret all the guidelines.One the semanti wiki has been installed, the use of traditional wiki toolsfor edition was easily learnt by Onolor sta�. However, we have notied that thereation and the use of semanti annotations remain di�ult for non knowledgeexpert although semanti wikis seem to be a simple approah. For example,SMW inline query language is hard to handle for non omputer speialists andtemplate onstrution also requires omputer skills. Some tools have yet to beimplemented to improve this aspet in the philosophy of semanti forms and theHalo projet.Another problem was to �nd the right balane between strutured and un-strutured data. The advantage of strutured data is the typing that enables toeasily reuse data in the semanti web ontext. However, strutured data are stilldi�ult to edit and exploit, as shown in the ontext of semanti wikis. Moreover,most of existing information soures are unstrutured, and tedious work would beneessary to transform them. This job would be expensive and time-onsumingso its bene�ts have to be shown �rst to non semanti web experts. Our method-ology was to add semanti annotations step-by-step to improve the semantiwiki quality. Until now, our work has onsisted in showing the improvements sothat future developments will be upon Onolor request.Introduing strutured information yields bene�ts when it is done in aor-dane with already existing resoures. In the medial domain, numerous thesauriand information soures have been reated, and it is hard for no medial speial-ists to determine whih ones an be used. This hoie has to be made aording tothe goal of the appliation with the approval of medial speialists. For instane,it was hard to determine whih thesaurus will be used to index guidelines. We�nally have hosen MeSH upon Onolor request, although SNOMED or UMLSseem more omplete and CIM-10 seems more simple. The reason was that the
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